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Our Experts

George Powell (Insight Consultant)  
George is a member of the i4H Data and Insight team and has extensive 
experience of working with the social housing sector to deliver valuable 
insight and drive performance improvement. George is a qualified chartered 
accountant, holds an MSc in Accounting and Finance and currently sits on 
Black Country Housing Group’s Audit Committee. Prior to working with I4H, 
George was a management consultant for RSM UK and was responsible for 
running the social housing back office benchmarking service.

Mikel Llakmani (Head of Data Science) 
Mikel holds a bachelor degree in Economics and a minor in Mathematics 
with statistical concentration. He has extensive experience in econometric 
modelling, regression analysis, and data analytics. Experienced in both the 
public and financial sector of managing, formatting, and analysing databases 
using statistical methods.

Gursh Lail (Managing Director)  
Gursh is the Managing Director of I4H with over 18 years’ experience 
of working with social housing and care and support providers to drive 
performance and business transformation. Prior to setting up I4H, Gursh held 
numerous senior positions within the social housing sector.

The work done by i4h has been invaluable in assisting us develop our 
sustainability model for our assets, as well as in depth analysis of future 
investment needs and benefits. This is a major step forward in achieving 
value for money and making the right decisions at the right time.’’ 

Rob Wood – Asset Management CHP

The I4H benchmarking exercise provided useful insight into how we 
compared to other similar type organisations, and helped us to baseline 
our current performance. The learnings taken from such engagements 
and the benchmark have helped inform, and set enhanced performance 
targets going forwards’’ 

FD - Care and Support Provider, 3000 units



What you get with us

Identify and deliver cost savings£

Predictive data driven solutions

Who are i4H?

Our Services

i4H is a specialist social housing company dedicated 
to drive performance improvement and deliver 
transformation using data analytics and business 
intelligence. 

We are a startup organisation and in our first year of operation we 
have identified over £70 million worth of savings for the sector and 
provided bespoke guidance on how to improve performance and 
deliver Value for Money. Our team includes social housing, finance and 
data analytics experts and a specialist range of services to ensure we 
can help the sector to continuously improve performance.

Transformation 
We have a tried and tested method and expert team that will work with you to achieve 
transformation of services. We will provide valuable business intelligence, bespoke 
recommendations, good practice insights and the use of advanced analytics to 
achieve your objectives.

Data Analytics
We have a team of data scientists who will use advanced predictive analytics 
techniques to transform and improve. This will allow the identification of problems in 
advance, which has the potential to improve services as well as making significant 
efficiency savings.

Improve Operating Margin 
We will identify what level you are operating at against peers using historic and 
forecast analysis. We will then use our forensic analysis to drill down deeper and 
provide insight and recommendations. We will then provide practical guidance and 
support to improve operating margin.

Asset Optimisation
Using a range of sustainability and property performance measures each property will 
be provided with an overall score. This will help you to provide a more insightful and 
strategic approach to disposals, maximising your asset base and inform investment 
and development strategies.

Expert guidance

Comprehensive peer analytics database

Bespoke dashboard and reporting

Business Insights to improve performance

Bespoke and tailored service

I4H were asked to provide a report to support our board with 
developing our business plan and strategy. The report was concise and 
covered all of the area’s we requested, this really did help our board to 
focus on our future ambition.’’ 

Jo Grainger – Executive Director of Care & Support, East Midlands Housing. 

I4h provide a high-quality service. They provide a flexible customer 
service and have provided a variety of reports to help us to understand 
our costs.’’  

Richard Wooley – Director of Resources, Connexus Housing Group


